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A B S T R A C T

Prediction models are becoming more and more important in medicine and cardiology. Nowadays, specific interest focuses on ways in which models can be improved using new prognostic markers. We aim to describe the similarities and differences between performance measures for prediction models. We analyzed data from 3264 subjects to predict 10-year risk of coronary heart disease according to age, systolic blood pressure, diabetes, and smoking. We specifically study the incremental value of adding high-density lipoprotein cholesterol to this model.

We emphasize that we need to separate the evaluation of predictions, where traditional performance measures such as the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve and calibration are useful, from the evaluation of classifications, where various other statistics are now available, including the net reclassification index and net benefit.

© 2011 Sociedad Española de Cardiología. Published by Elsevier España, S.L. All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION

Prediction models are increasingly important in the medical literature. Many models are available for the prediction of a diagnosis (the presence of disease) and prognosis (for example, incidence of coronary heart disease [CHD]). Quantification of cardiovascular risk is typically accomplished through risk equations or risk score sheets that have been developed from large cohort studies. Modeling techniques include the Cox proportional hazards model and Weibull parametric model.

The Framingham risk functions are among the best known examples of such prediction models. They have been essential in individualizing preventive treatment decisions, eg, on using statin therapy. Nowadays, specific interest focuses on ways in which risk prediction can be improved using novel markers identified due to technological advances in basic research, including genomics, proteomics, and noninvasive imaging. These markers hold the promise of bringing personalized medicine closer. An important question is how to evaluate the usefulness of a new marker in making better decisions, such as better targeting of statin therapy to those at increased risk.

A basic condition for a new marker is statistical significance, usually defined as a two-sided P value < .05. Statistical significance, however, does not imply clinical relevance, or usefulness of a marker. Indeed, a biomarker with a weak relationship to the outcome of interest can be associated in a statistically significant fashion if examined using a sufficiently large sample size.

© 2011 Sociedad Española de Cardiología. Published by Elsevier España, S.L. Todos los derechos reservados.
Abbreviations

AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
B: benefit of a true-positive classification
FP: total number of false-positive classifications in the dataset
H: harm of a false-positive classification
NB: net benefit
NRI: net reclassification index
ROC: receiver operating characteristic
TP: total number of true-positive classifications in the dataset

We here aim to describe the similarities and differences between performance measures for prediction models. We are specifically focused on measures to quantify the improvement in predictive performance by adding a marker to an existing prediction model.

METHODS AND RESULTS

Patients

The Framingham Heart Study started in 1948 with a cohort of 5209 individuals. In 1971, 5124 participants (offspring of the original cohort and their spouses) were enrolled in the Framingham Offspring Study. Of these, 3951 participants aged 30 to 74 years attended the fourth cycle of Framingham Offspring cohort examinations, between 1987 and 1992.

As previously described, we excluded participants with prevalent CHD and missing standard risk factors, leaving 3264 of 3951 for the present analysis. Participants were followed for 10 years for the development of coronary heart disease (CHD, including myocardial infarction, angina pectoris, heart failure, or CHD death). A total of 183 subjects developed CHD (5.6%). These data serve as an example to illustrate the concepts rather than to produce a substantive analysis.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of predictions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>AUC or c statistic</td>
<td>AUC or c is a rank order statistic; Interpretation is as the probability of correct classification for a pair of patients with and without the outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>Intercept and slope of a recalibration model</td>
<td>Intercept (a+b=1), reflecting calibration in the large, or the difference between average predictions and average outcome Recalibration slope (b), reflecting the average effect of predictors on the outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of classifications</td>
<td>Youden index</td>
<td>Sum of sensitivity and specificity−1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical usefulness</td>
<td>NB and DCA</td>
<td>Net fraction of true positives gained by making decisions based on predictions at a single threshold (NB) or over a range of thresholds (DCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of incremental value by a marker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in discrimination</td>
<td>Delta AUC</td>
<td>Increase in discrimination is usually a modest number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reclassification</td>
<td>NRI</td>
<td>Net fraction of reclassifications in the right direction by making decisions based on predictions with a marker compared to decisions without the marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical usefulness</td>
<td>Difference in NB and DCA Weighted NRI</td>
<td>Net fraction of true positives gained by making decisions based on predictions with a marker compared to decisions without the marker at a single threshold (NB) or over a range of thresholds (DCA); weights by consequences of decisions (NB and weighted NRI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUC, area under the ROC curve; DCA, decision curve analysis; NB, net benefit; NRI, net reclassification index; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.

Analysis

Cox proportional hazards models were constructed with sex, diabetes, and smoking as dichotomous predictors and age, systolic blood pressure, and total cholesterol as continuous predictors. The hazard ratios were statistically significant for all these predictors. Adding high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol to this model as a continuous predictor was highly significant (hazard ratio = 0.65, \( P \) value < .001).

We further focused on the improvement in model performance due to inclusion of HDL cholesterol, comparing 2 sets of predictions of 10-year CHD risk probability: one set of predictions based on a Cox proportional hazards model without and one set of predictions based on a model with HDL cholesterol included.

Performance Measures for the Quality of Predictions

Discrimination

A key measure for a prediction model is its ability to distinguish those who will develop the event of interest from those who will not; in our case, CHD vs no CHD at 10 years of follow-up. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) is the most popular metric to quantify discriminative ability (Table 1).

The ROC curve plots the relationship between sensitivity (or the true-positive rate, ie, the probability of CHD among those classified as positive) and 1 minus the specificity (or the false-positive rate, ie, the probability of no CHD among those classified as negative). The sensitivity and specificity pairs are calculated for all possible cut-offs for the predicted probabilities of 10-year CHD risk. With a low cut-off such as 0.1% risk, the sensitivity is high but specificity is poor. A cut-off of 5.6% corresponds to incidence of CHD (sometimes referred to as “prevalence”). At this cut-off, the model without HDL had a sensitivity of 74% and a specificity of 65% (Fig. 1). The model with HDL performed better at that cut-off (sensitivity 78%, specificity 66%). A higher cut-off such as 20% implied a lower sensitivity but a higher specificity (Fig. 1).

The AUC is equal to the probability that given two subjects (one who developed CHD within the 10-year follow-up and one who did not develop CHD), the model will assign a higher probability of CHD to the former. The AUC for the model without vs that with HDL...
was 0.762 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.730–0.794) vs 0.774 (0.742–0.806). This difference of 0.012 is hard to interpret, but would be considered small by most researchers.

**Calibration**

Another important dimension for the quality of predictions is calibration, i.e., agreement between predicted probabilities and observed frequencies of the event of interest. For example, for subjects with a predicted 5% risk of the event of interest, 5 of every 100 subjects, on average, should experience the event. One way to study calibration is to plot a smoothed function of observed events vs predicted probabilities, for example using a loess smoother (Fig. 2). In the ideal case, a 45-degree line is noted, with slope 1 and intercept 0. The slope and intercept can be calculated in a regression model that considers a transformation of the predicted probabilities as the only predictor of the outcome. In our case, we found nearly perfect calibration for a logistic model for 10-year CHD with the logit of the predicted probabilities from the Cox model (Fig. 2).

**Graphical Assessment of the Quality of Predictions**

In Figure 2, we also show the distributions of predicted probabilities among those with and without CHD to visualize discrimination. There is considerable overlap between these distributions, illustrating what the AUCs of 0.76 and 0.77 mean. The summary measures for this plot can be abbreviated as a, b, and c: a refers to the intercept, or calibration in the large; b to the recalibration slope; and c to the AUC.

**Determining a Cut-off for Classification**

The ROC curve considers all consecutive cut-offs to define a high risk vs a low risk group. There are various ways to determine an optimal cut-off. We discuss a data-driven and a decision-analytic (or “utility-based”) approach.

**Data-Driven Cut-off**

A well-known measure for classification performance is Youden’s index, which is defined as sensitivity + specificity – 1. Youden’s index is maximized in the upper left corner of the ROC curve. So, we might search for the cut-off that corresponds to this point. Interestingly, the point in the upper left corner corresponds to the incidence of the outcome as the cut-off for the predicted probability, if the prediction model is well calibrated and the ROC curve is concave. In our case this cut-off is 183/3264 = 5.6% (Fig. 1).

**Decision-Analytic Cut-off**

Decision analysis takes the clinical context as the starting point. The utility, or relative satisfaction, of the consequence of a true or false positive prediction can be represented by the utility function U. The utility function is usually expressed as a function of the predicted risk. For example, a low predicted risk is associated with a low utility for a true positive prediction, while a high predicted risk is associated with a high utility for a true positive prediction. The optimal cut-off is the predicted risk that maximizes the expected utility.

**Figure 2.** Validation graphs for the model without high-density lipoprotein and with high-density lipoprotein to predict coronary heart disease within 10 years of follow-up. ‘Intercept’ refers to calibration-in-the-large, and ‘slope’ refers to the calibration slope for the predictions. ‘C (ROC)’ refers to the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. The ideal 45-degree line has intercept 0 and slope 1. Triangles indicate outcomes for quintiles of predictions with 95% confidence intervals. Spikes at the bottom indicate predictions for those with and without coronary heart disease. CHD, coronary heart disease; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.
false classification is formally considered.\textsuperscript{10} In the case of CHD prevention, a widely accepted cut-off is 20% to define a high-risk group. Formally, this 20% cut-off implies that the utility of false-positive classifications is 4 times less than true-positive classifications, ie, (100 – 20)/20.\textsuperscript{7} A false-positive classification implies overtreatment: a subject who will not develop CHD within 10 years is treated, eg, with statins. This harm is weighted as 4 times less important than the benefit of a true-positive classification (a subject who will develop CHD within 10 years is treated with statins). In formula form, the odds of the cut-off equals the harm (H) to benefit (B) ratio:

\[
\text{Odds (cut – off)} = \frac{H}{B}.
\]

A cut-off of 50% (odds = 1) implies a 1:1 H:B ratio; a 20% cut-off (odds = 1/4) implies a 1:4 ratio. A cut-off of 5.6% maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity, but implies that we consider false-positives nearly 20 times less important than true-positives (0.056/0.944).

**Performance Measures for the Quality of Classifications**

**Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves With 1 Cut-off**

Rather than considering all possible cut-offs in ROC curves, we can also construct the ROC curves using a single data-driven (Fig. 3A) or decision-analytic cut-off (Fig. 3B). The AUCs are 0.696 and 0.719 for the 5.6% cut-off, and 0.550 and 0.579 for the 20% cut-off, for the model without and with HDL, respectively. Interestingly, the increase in AUC by adding HDL to the prediction model has now increased (from 0.012 for all cut-offs to 0.023 and 0.029 for the 5.6% and 20% cut-offs, respectively).

**Reclassification**

Cook recognized that a marker’s incremental value is expressed in the changes in classifications that occur when predicted probabilities of the marker are considered in the predictive model.\textsuperscript{11} For example, considering HDL leads to reclassification of 9.8% of the subjects using the 5.6% cut-off. This number close to 10% is more impressive than the 0.01 increase in AUC over all cut-offs, or the 0.02 increase using the 5.6% cut-off.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHD, coronary heart disease; HDL, high-density lipoprotein.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A reclassification in the wrong direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b Reclassifications in the right direction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Net Reclassification**

Pencina et al.\textsuperscript{5} noted that we should not so much consider reclassification across all patients, but focus on reclassification in the right direction, ie, a higher risk classification for those with CHD and a lower risk for those without CHD. Using the 5.6% cut-off, this net reclassification is 7/183 (3.8%) for those with CHD, and 24/3081 (0.8%) for those without CHD (Table 2). The sum of these numbers is the net reclassification index (NRI): 4.6% [95% CI 0.6%–8.6%]. At the 20% cut-off, NRI = 5.8% [1.4%–10.3%].

**Net Benefit**

Already in 1884, Peirce\textsuperscript{12} stated that the quality of classifications can be expressed as a weighted sum of true-positive classifications: the net benefit (NB). The NB compensates for false-positive classifications by giving these a weight w:

\[
\text{NB} = \frac{TP - wFP}{N}
\]

where TP is the number of true-positive classifications, FP the number of false-positive classifications, and N the total number of subjects.

If \( w = 1 \), FP and TP are weighted equally. As discussed above, this implies an odds of 1:1 for the H:B ratio. Indeed, \( w \) is the H:B ratio. Hence, a H:B ratio of 1:4 implies a cut-off of 20% and a 0.25 weight for FP classifications relative to TP classifications, and a 5.6% cut-off implies \( w = 0.056/0.944 = 0.059 \).

**Table 2**

Reclassification Among 3264 Subjects With and Without a Coronary Heart Disease Event Within 10 Years of Follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model without HDL</th>
<th>Model with HDL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \leq 5.6% )</td>
<td>( &gt;5.6% )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No CHD (( n=3081 ))</td>
<td>( \leq 5.6% )</td>
<td>1872 142*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( &gt;5.6% )</td>
<td>166b 901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHD (( n=183 ))</td>
<td>( \leq 5.6% )</td>
<td>38 10b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( &gt;5.6% )</td>
<td>3a 132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves with single cut-offs of 5.6% (A) and 20% (B). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curves are 0.696 and 0.719 for the 5.6% cut-off, and 0.550 and 0.579 for the 20% cut-off, for the model without and with high-density lipoprotein respectively.
Considering the numbers in Table 2, the NB for the model without HDL is calculated as follows: TP = 3 + 132 = 135; FP = 166 + 901 = 1067; \( w = 0.056(0.944) = 0.059 \); and N = 3264. This leads to a NB of \( (135 - 0.059 \times 1067)/3264 = 2.21 \). For the model with HDL, the NB is larger: \( (142 - 0.059 \times 1043)/3264 = 2.47 \). The increase in TP is 10 - 3 = 7, and the decrease in FP classifications is 166 - 142 = 24. This explains the increase in NB of \( (7 + 0.059 \times 24)/3264 = 0.26 \). This number can be interpreted as a net increase in true positive classifications, i.e. 2.6 more true CHD events are identified per 1000 subjects, at the same number of FP classifications. \(^{13} \) Equivalently, HDL has to be measured in 1/0.26% = 385 subjects to identify one more TP, using a cut-off of 5.6%.

**Decision Curves**

The cut-off for clinical application of a prediction model is often not precisely defined. The relative weight of harms and benefits may not be known because of a lack of scientific data, or because of a different appraisal across physicians and patients. Hence Vickers and Elkin\(^ {13} \) proposed to consider a range of cut-offs and calculate the NB across these cut-offs. The result can be plotted in a decision curve (Fig. 4). We note that a small NB is gained by adding HDL to the model for cut-offs between 5% and 25%.

**More cut-offs for Classification**

In cardiovascular disease, the use of 3 risk groups is common.\(^ {1,5} \) A low-risk group may be defined as <6% risk, a high-risk group requiring intensive preventive treatment as \( >20 \)% with the remainder classified as intermediate risk, requiring lifestyle advice, for example. We can calculate various measures for these 2 cut-offs, including the AUC and NRI. It is not directly possible to calculate NB, since this is defined for 1 cut-off.

We can also consider the whole range of cut-offs for reclassification in a category-less NRI. NRI (>0) is defined as a change in the right direction for any cut-off considered.\(^ {14} \) This calculation should again be considered separately for those with and without CHD. In our case, 62% of the 183 with CHD had higher predictions with the HDL model and 38% had lower predictions, leading to a NRI for events of 24.6%. For the 3081 without CHD, 53% had lower predictions with the HDL model and 47% higher predictions, for a NRI of 5.6%. The NRI (>0) was 0.30. These patterns can also be judged graphically by comparing the predictions with and without HDL in the model in a reclassification plot (Fig. 5)\(^ {7,14,15} \) Here we note that slightly more points fall below the 45-degree line for those with no CHD, and substantially more points fall above the 45-degree line for those with CHD.

**Interrelationships**

If we use a single cut-off, the AUC = (sensitivity + specificity)/2. The increase in AUC (or \( \Delta_{AUC} \)) is then \( 0.5 \times (\Delta_{sensitivity} + \Delta_{specificity}) \). The NRI in this 2-category case is \( \Delta_{sensitivity} + \Delta_{specificity} \).\(^ {14} \) Since Youden index = (sensitivity + specificity)-1, \( \Delta_{Youden} \) is \( \Delta_{sensitivity} + \Delta_{specificity} \); equal to NRI. Indeed the increase in AUC was 0.023 for the 5.6% cut-off, while the NRI and Youden index was 0.046. Hence, it is clear that NRI is a larger number than the increase in AUC.

NRI (>0) is related to \( \Delta_{AUC} \) over all possible cut-offs. The comparisons used in the calculation of NRI (>0) are between the two prediction models (with and without the marker), but within event groups (CHD, no CHD). \( \Delta_{AUC} \) is based on pairwise comparisons between event groups (CHD, no CHD) within the two prediction models.\(^ {14} \)

The NB is a weighted sum of sensitivity (fraction TP) and 1-specificity (fraction FP). If the cut-off is the incidence of the outcome, NRI with two categories equals \( \Delta_{NRI} \)/incidence. The 10-year incidence of CHD was 5.6%. Indeed the increase in NB was 0.26% for the 5.6% cut-off, while the NRI was 4.6% (=0.0026/0.056). Hence, it is clear that NRI is a much larger number than the increase in NB. A weighted variant of the NRI has recently been proposed, which behaves similarly to the NB as a summary measure for usefulness of adding a marker to a model.\(^ {14} \)

**DISCUSSION**

We showed how a number of interrelated measures can be used to indicate the performance of a prediction model. We illustrated the measures with a risk model to predict the 10-year incidence of CHD, with or without using HDL cholesterol as a risk marker. We separated the evaluation of predictions, where traditional performance measures such as the AUC and calibration are useful, from the evaluation of classifications and the contribution of new markers, where various other statistics are now available, including the NRI and NB.\(^ {5,7,13,14} \)

The distinction between a prediction model and a prediction rule is unclear in most of the current diagnostic and prognostic literature. The key element is that going from a prediction model to a prediction rule requires the definition of a decision threshold, or cut-off.\(^ {16} \) “Prediction model” and “prediction rule” are therefore not synonymous. In a prediction rule, patients with predictions above and below the threshold are classified as positive and negative, respectively. We note that AUC and NRI (>0) evaluate models and not rules. A good model is, however, the first step in creating a good rule.

The threshold for a rule should be appropriate considering the consequences (or utilities) of the decision.\(^ {10} \) A false-positive classification (overdiagnosis) is often weighted less in medical contexts than a false-negative classification (underdiagnosis).\(^ {16} \) In the case study, the decision threshold of 20% reflects the 1 to 4 relative weights of false-positive to true-positive classifications. Once the relative weight is used to define the decision threshold, it is logically consistent to also apply this relative weight in the assessment of the quality of decisions. This
principle is followed in the NB definition and in the weighted NRI,\(^1\) and in related measures such as the relative utility.\(^1\)\(^7\) The 2-category NRI is generally not consistent with \(\Delta_{\text{NB}}\) or relative utility. Only if the decision threshold is equal to the incidence of the outcome do NRI and \(\Delta_{\text{NB}}\) give consistent results.

NRI has quickly become popular as a summary measure for the predictive value of a marker. Note that the methodological publications always emphasized the consideration of the separate components of the NRI, i.e., NRI for events and NRI for non-events, as shown in Table 2.\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^4\)

One reason for the popularity of NRI is that the absolute number of events is often given as a percentage, and is then substantially larger than the increase in AUC. In our example, \(\Delta_{\text{AUC}}\) over all cut-offs was 0.012 (Fig. 1), while NRI was +4.6% at a cut-off of 5.6%. Hence NRI is nearly 4 times \(\Delta_{\text{AUC}}\). However, a fair comparison would consider the cut-off of 5.6% also for \(\Delta_{\text{AUC}}\), which was 2.3%. Then there is the simple mathematical relationship that NRI = 2 times \(\Delta_{\text{AUC}}\).\(^1\)\(^4\) Even larger NRI values can be found by considering all cut-offs (NRI [ \(>0\) ] +30%).

Another reason for the popularity of NRI is that AUC is considered “not sensitive” to increases in predictive value of a marker.\(^1\)\(^1\) A recent evaluation found limited statistical power for \(\Delta_{\text{AUC}}\) compared to a likelihood ratio or Wald test for adding a marker to a regression model.\(^1\)\(^8\) These authors however concluded that comparison of AUCs remained useful for initial evaluation of whether a new predictor might be of clinical relevance. There is no reason to assume that the statistical power of NRI is better than a likelihood ratio test; on the contrary, categorizing leads to a loss of predictive information and should lead to less statistical power than a test over the full range of predicted probabilities. In our view, the main issue in performance assessment is not statistical power, but interpretation of the quality of a model and model improvements with markers.

**Limitations**

Our study has several limitations. We did not use specific methods for survival data, although not all subjects had complete follow-up till 10 years. Censored patients were simply assumed to have no CHD. Methods are available to calculate the AUC (as a concordance, or \(c\), statistic) and the NRI for survival data.\(^4\)\(^1\)\(^9\) Furthermore, we did not assess the performance as a validation study in independent data. It is common that initial studies of prediction models and markers show promising results, with disappointment in later evaluations. Internal validation with cross-validation or bootstrapping is a minimum requirement.\(^2\)\(^0\) The relatively large sample size (\(n = 3264\) subjects, 183 events) meant that statistical optimism was likely small in our case study (no risk of overfitting), but external validation would be required.

Next to validation and assessment of predictive value, prospective impact studies need to be considered to evaluate the value of prediction models and markers in the improvement of patient outcome.\(^1\)\(^6\) First, we may study whether a model with a marker influences medical decision making compared to a model without the marker. If decision making on further diagnostic work-up or treatment is not different, patient outcomes cannot improve. An ideal study would be a randomized trial on the impact of providing a marker’s value on patient outcomes (morbidity, mortality, quality of life), with consideration of process outcomes (diagnostic tests, treatments administered) as intermediate study end points.\(^4\) Since randomized trials may often not be feasible in terms of required research funding and required sample size, formal decision analytic modeling may also be relevant.\(^2\)\(^1\) In such models we can combine estimates of the performance of the prediction model with and without the marker with evidence on the effectiveness of treatment. Treatment could then be more appropriately targeted to those who need it.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In sum, we recommend the “\(a\), \(b\), \(c\)” rule for the evaluation of predictions, with \(a\) (the intercept) and \(b\) (slope) referring to calibration, and \(c\) to the AUC (Fig. 2). For the evaluation of classifications and the value of a marker, \(\Delta_{\text{AUC}}\), event and non-event components of the NRI, NRI (>0), weighted NRI, and NB are appropriate summary measures.
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